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How game technology is turning business upside down



How it all started…



“Whether you are male, female, young, or old you will enjoy this mod. It is on of the best I have played for any game in a long 
time. And it could even be so good that if you don't own Red Alert 2/Yuri's Revenge that you should buy it just for this mod.”



“It's three parts Blade Runner, two parts William Gibson novel, a pinch of The Matrix and a scoop of Deus Ex to boot”



Adventures in higher education…



“Shattered Reality Interactive, a 40-person volunteer game development company is attempting to create the world's 
largest MMO game. John Romero, creator of Doom and Quake, is the on-camera commentator for the series.”



What else can we do with 
this skillset?

There is more to life than entertainment…



But no one knows user experience design better than the 
games industry!



No one knows how to engage people better than the 
games industry!



Better yet, we create worlds! 
Worlds that operate 

in real-time!

That means: Rendering, Pathfinding, AI, Physics and more…

Plus some kick-ass optimization, we only have 16 milliseconds after all!







Putting those capabilities to 
use

And changing industries as we go…



Offshore planning, slow, low tech, risky…



Now in real-time 3D, saving millions!



Selling tailor made products like this amazing axe-bow 
ship takes months…



What about configuring it in 30 minutes on your iPad?



Training our peacekeeping forces is an incredible 
challenge…



How about training 3000 of them to communicate with 
the local population in just a few weeks? 



Game technology also powers Knowingo, the worlds most 
intelligent learning platform! 



And the biggest innovation in employee engagement in decades!



But more about that later…

Lets talk about the shiny new trend in the room!



What trend exactly though?

Take your pick…



Mixed Reality

What happened to plain old reality?

Virtual Reality
Augmented Reality



Understanding the virtual spectrum



Didn’t we have some of this 
before?

A quick dive into our virtual history…



It all started with 1950’s and 1960’s research projects



The VR hype of the early 1990’s



The kickstarter that brought VR to the masses…



Hype or trend…

What changed since the 1990’s?



No one knows how to engage people better than the 
games industry!



Strengths and weaknesses

What to expect…



Understanding the virtual spectrum



Typical use cases 

Commercial applications for VR and AR…



Showcasing your vision

Convincing high level stakeholders with VR…



Or exploring their future base in virtual reality, long 
before the technology inside it has even been fully built!





A vision of the future of PostNL





Promotional experiences for 
brands

Using the power of VR and AR to surprise consumers





Virtual training

A new generation of training software powered by VR





Design & Development

Experience the product before it is built





Beware the hype!

We’re not there yet people…



We’re not there yet people…



Discover the possibilities!

What about all the new game based tech that isn’t in the VR trend?



Game technology holds much greater potential than just 
VR and AR!



What is the value of e-learning?



Game technology powers Knowingo, the worlds most 
intelligent learning platform! 



What do your employees think?



Finding out right now is slow, frustrating and innacurate



Game technology powers the biggest innovation in employee 
engagement in decades!



Want to get in touch?

loren@knowingo.com

+31 (0)6 81 77 25 35


